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Wild Child: A Novel
By Molly O Keefe

Random House USA Inc, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 175 x 104 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Perfect for readers of Susan Elizabeth Phillips and Rachel
Gibson, this sizzling romance tells the story of a sexy small-town mayor and a notorious bad girl,
who discover that home really is where the heart is. Monica Appleby is a woman with a reputation.
Once she was America s teenage Wild Child, with her own reality TV show. Now she s a successful
author coming home to Bishop, Arkansas, to pen the juicy follow-up to her tell-all autobiography.
Problem is, the hottest man in town wants her gone. Mayor Jackson Davies is trying to convince a
cookie giant to move its headquarters to his crumbling community, and Monica s presence is just
too . . . unwholesome for business. But the desire in his eyes sends a very different message: Stay, at
least for a while. Jackson needs this cookie deal to go through. His town is dying and this may be its
last shot. Monica is a distraction proving too sweet, too inviting and completely beyond his control.
With every kiss he can taste her loneliness, her regrets,...
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Reviews
These kinds of pdf is the greatest ebook accessible. It is one of the most amazing ebook i have got go through. Your life span will likely be transform once
you comprehensive reading this article publication.
-- Sa nta Lowe
The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just pleased to inform you that this is the greatest book
i have got study inside my personal daily life and could be he best pdf for at any time.
-- Miss Sha ny Tillma n
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